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REGISTER USED IN NBA INSTAGRAM : A SOCIOLINGUISTICS PERSPECTIVE 

 

Abstrak 

 

Penelitian ini dibuat yang bertujuan untuk menggambarkan tipe register dan juga bentuk 

linguistik yang digunakan dalam halaman Resmi NBA di Instagram. Halaman Resmi NBA 

adalah halaman untuk berita dan juga berita tentang pemain bola basket NBA. Halaman ini 

ditangani oleh pemeliharaan yang selalu diperbarui tentang berita bola basket. di dalamnya 

ada grafik pertandingan, distribusi pembaruan skor, jadwal pertandingan dan juga daftar 

nama pemain basket NBA. Ada kata-kata baru dalam bola basket yang tidak semua orang 

tahu apa artinya. Data berisi kata-kata dan kalimat yang digunakan pada halaman media 

instagram. Sumber data ada di media sosial Instagram. Jenis penelitian ini adalah deskriptif 

kualitatif. Objek penelitian ada di halaman Resmi NBA Instagram. Penulis mengumpulkan 

postingan pada halaman di halaman Resmi NBA Instagram,penulis membaca posting dengan 

hati-hati, dan menuliskan kata-kata dan frasa dari daftar, dan memberikan kode data. Dalam 

menganalisis data, penulis mengklasifikasikan data ke dalam kategori sebagai register, 

menganalisis data dengan mengidentifikasi bentuk linguistik dari register, menganalisis jenis-

jenis tipe register berdasarkan pada teori Finch dan Joos. Berdasarkan analisis, peneliti 

menemukan bahwa dalam tipe register ada 2 kata register resmi (10%), 7 kata register 

konsultatif (35%) dan 11 kata register kasual (55%). Dan dalam bentuk linguistik ada 5 kata 

kerja (25%), 8 kata kerja + partikel (40%), 1 kata sifat (5%), 2 kata sifat + partikel (10%),1 

kata benda (5%), 1 kata benda+partikel (5%), dan juga 1 kata keterangan (5%). Ini berarti 

bahwa bentuk linguistik yang muncul lebih sering adalah kata kerja+partikel (40%) dan 

dalam tipe register register kasual adalah (55%). 

 

Kata kunci: sosiolinguistik, register, bola basket 

 

Abstract 

 

This research paper is aimed to describe the register type and also the linguistics form used in 

the NBA Official Pages in Instagram. NBA Official pages are pages for news and also news 

about NBA basketball players. This page is handled by maintenance that is always updated 

about basketball news. in it there is a match chart, distribution of score updates, rundown 

matches and also a list of names of NBA basketball players. There are new words in 

basketball that not everyone knows what they mean. The data contains words and sentences 

used on instagram media pages. The data source is on social media Instagram. This type of 

research is descriptive qualitative. The object of research is in the NBA Official pages of 

Instagram. The writer collects posts on the page on the NBA Official pages of Instagram, 

reads the posts carefully, and writes down the words and phrases of the list, and provides the 

data code. In analyzing the data, the writer classifies the data into categories as registers, 

analyzes the data by identifying the linguistic form of the register, analyzing the types of 

register types based on Finch and Joos theory. Based on the analysis, the researcher found 

that in the register type there were 2 formal registers words (10%), 7 consultative register 

words (35%) and 11 words casual registers (55%). And in linguistic form there are 8 verbs 

(40%), 5 verbs (25%), 8 verbs + particles (40%), 1 adjective (5%), 2 adjectives + particles 

(10%), 1 noun (5%), 1 noun + particle ( 5%), and also 1 adverb (5%). This means that the 

linguistic form that appears more often is the verb + particle (40%)and in the type of casual 

register is (55%). 

 

Keywords: sociolinguistics, register, basketball page 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Everyone is always and obliged to use language to interact with social beings. Language is a 

communication system needed to help people carry out their activities in the community, 

such as in markets, schools, offices, church sermons, diplomatic meetings, family dinners, 

sports broadcasts, or lovers and even socialite groups on social media. Sociolinguistics is the 

study of language that is associated with social conditions. Language is the most important 

aspect that we use every day, we need it and also use it for every day, because language is an 

important role in communication and language is the main important tool in our 

communication both face to face and on social media. 

The phenomenon of register means the variety of languages that are considered 

appropriate for certain types and situations. That way, various types of registers, say in 

markets, schools, offices, church sermons, diplomatic meetings, family dinners, sports 

broadcasts, or lovers and even socialite groups on social media, have to adapt the right type 

of language to one of the situations that as different as this situation might be insulting, 

entertaining, ridiculous, or confusing. Sometimes even certain conversation situations often 

have different meaning effects on the speech used by the speaker to the audience because the 

use of the speech itself can vary depending on the knowledge of the speaker and audience. 

Because this condition even the language in a sports group can also be different meanings, 

adding insight into the register is very useful for social life. 

Therefore, researchers examined a register that is used in a basketball sports 

community on the social media page of the Instagram NBA official pages of Instagram. The 

writer examines a register on this Instagram page because it is interesting to study, because 

there are so many words and language registers in a basketball forum and not everyone 

knows the slang language, and Instagram social media is very easy to reach wherever and 

whenever . 

In this research, the researcher proposed is to add insight and enrich knowledge about 

registers in a basketball sport. In this research, the writer focuses on register analysis which 

looks for specific words or a kind of language variation in a sociolinguistic perspective. The 

writer uses the NBA basketball page on Instagram because in this era many people use social 

media, especially social media Instagram and they think it makes it easy to get information. 

Also, the writer found many basketball registers on NBA pages, such as slam dunk, stealing, 

set up, slam, beam, set etc. Because many have researched about registers, but in the 

basketball branch there are still very few, therefore this topic is very important to discuss as 

well to add insight and enrich knowledge about registers. 
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The first previous study is from Annabelle Lukin (2011). Annabele found that 

Halliday's description of registers as ‘language variations, according to variations a situation 

’, with a situation that is interpreted‘ using a conceptual framework the terms "field", "tenor" 

and "mode" ’(Halliday, 1985/89: 29, 38) are reviewed to reflect in theoretical work the term 

'register' is not in the SFL paradigm. alternative uses of the term 'list' - as in the Martin genre 

(eg 1992) and Halliday Model - can advance joint programs for language description 

andexplanations as a route to social change, they must be seen more than terminological 

variants. One consequence of the productivity of Martin's approach is thatHallidayan register 

register theory does not yet have an adequate critical explanation. So the difference from the 

study is a brief review of the concept of registers. Then exemplified the term, as postulated by 

Halliday, by registerial analysis of surgical interactions,drawing on the modeling of 

Hasan'scontext (egHasan 1995, 2004, 2009a), and adoptingwhat Matthiessen (1993) calls the 

'metafunctional iris' with 'multistratal coverage'. 

The second previous studyis from Douglas Bieber (1988). Biber found that the 

register as a predictor of linguistic variation assumes that it can underlie that the lexical-

grammatical pattern of use in English is used to investigate the use of words, grammatical 

features, and registers,. The difference from the study is because this study compares two 

common corpus approaches namely language use: variation and text-linguistics two 

approaches that give advantages to each linguistic 

The third previous study is fromLewandowski (2010). Lewandowski suggests that 

social varieties of language discuss the two main dimensions of sociolinguistic variation and 

explore the concepts of sociolects (social dialects) and registers, focusing primarily on 

definitions, control variables, methodological frameworks, and typologies. And explain some 

types of variations and new methodological solutions that can be applied in the study of 

sociolinguistic variations..This study is different from the above study because this study 

specifically draws on the views of Polish and Anglo-Saxon linguists with control variables in 

this case we are discussing the registers used in NBA on Instagram and types of register types 

not in contrast dialect context 

The fourth previous study is from Cuzzolin(2014). Cuzzolin found that the register is 

determined by the intersection of what actually takes place by who took part and what part 

the language plays, there are some shortcomings. Discussing about registers illustrated with 

examples using Greek or everyday language. This study is different from the above study, 

this study describes the situation of the registers used, but this study talks about the 

characteristics of the language of a place and also the use of archaism. 
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The last previous study is from Hoffman (2015), Holmes found that (such as text type, 

register or dialect) as independent variables in their analysessocial role and physical context 

in usage based construction grammar. He argues that the approach ignores recent 

sociolinguistic insights into active language styles. complex social and also physical contexts 

that can potentially function as acts of linguistic identity not only relevant to this type of 

construction, but also needs to be taken into account in usage based general grammar analysis 

construction. This study is different from the above study because this study showsthe 

importance of this insight by focusing on English football songs, which illustrates how 

football songs can be analyzed as linguistic constructions and limited by complex social and 

physical context factors. 

The statement of the problem formulated by the writer is what are the types of 

registers used in the language of  NBA Instagram and what are the linguistics form sof the 

registers used in NBA Instagram. 

 

2. METHOD 

In conducting this research, the writer uses qualitative research because it analyzes and 

clarifies information from images and information in uploading variations of basketball on 

Instagram. In this case, the writer analyzes the words included in the register on the official 

NBA page on Instagram to explain the use, type of register, and linguistic form of the 

register. The data of this research is the form of words and captions on Instagram. 

According to Saryono (2011) qualitative researchers are also very dependent on 

natural attractions, while researchers are key instruments. This research paper discusses the 

phenomenon of what is being discussed by research subjects regarding behavior, perception, 

motivation, action, etc. holistically, and by means of descriptions in the form of words and 

language, in a special natural context and by using various natural methods. 

 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION  

After analyzing all the data, researchers finally found several findings. This finding is the 

Register Type Used in the NBA Official Pages in Instagram by the Sociolinguistic 

Perspective and the percentage of linguistic forms used in this study. 
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Table 1. An Analysis of a Register Used in the NBA Official Page Instagram by the 

Sociolinguistic Perspective and its register type 

 

No Type Of Register Example ∑ % 

1.  Formal Lead Over 2 10% 

  Triple   

2.  Consultative Goes up 7 35% 

  Half   

  Racked up   

  Hold on   

  Dropped   

  Puts up   

  Shots   

3.  Casual Slam 11 55% 

  Throws it down   

  On the attack   

  Rises up   

  High off   

  Sets up   

  Bang   

  Crossovers   

  Tossing it up   

  Trade dunks   

  Deep   

   20 100% 

 

Table 2. Linguistic Form of Register Used In NBA Official Page of Instagramby 

Sociolinguistic Prespective 

 

No Linguistics Form Example  ∑ % 

1.  Verb  Slam  5 25% 

  Triple   

  Dropped    

  Trade dunks    

  Shots   

2.  Verb+particle Goes up 8 40% 

  Rises up   

  Racked up   

  Tossing it up   

  Sets up   

  Puts up   

  Throws it down   

  Hold on   

3.  Adjective+particle Lead over 2 10% 

  High off   

4.  Adjective Deep  1 5% 

5.  Adverb  Half  2 10% 

  On the attack   
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6.  Noun  Bang  1 5% 

7.  Noun+particle Crossover  1 5% 

   20 100% 

 

3.1 Type of Register  

Based on the table 3.1, of the five types of registers, namely formal registers, consultative 

registers, casual registers, intimate registers, and frozen registers, there are only three types in 

this research paper. There are formal registers (10%), consultative register(35%) and casual 

registers (55%). This finding is supported by the theory of Finch (2000) who says that 

classify the register into five. Finch provides a distinguished register function classification, 

which can be used as a parameter of the function of inferred speech, and also Martin Joos 

(1967) who liked the style of speech which was similar to a classy register function similar to 

Finch. 

3.2 Linguistics Form 

Based on the table 3.2 , The writer found linguistic form frequency data, the writer found the 

word group, the smallest meaningful linguistics unit that can be used alone with a variety of 

different types, the writer found 5 verbs (25%),8verb+particle(40%),1 adjectives(5%),2 

adjectives+particle (10%),1nouns(5%),1 noun+particle(5%), and also 2 adverb(10%). This 

research is supported by research from MAK Halliday that the main form of linguistics is the 

content of word content which will refer to the form of depiction of how to feel the analytical 

categories of context, semantics, lexicogrammar (and intonation) need to be made to talk to 

each other.  

 

4. CONCLUSION  

4.1 Type of Register  

From the above finding of the five types of registers,there are only three types of register 

functions that the writers found in this research paper, among them are casual registers 

(55%), consultative registers (35%), and formal registers (10%). 

The writer finds the high frequency data of types of register are in casual register by 

55%. Because casual register which is often used in NBA official pages of instagram. 

4.2 Linguistics Form 

Based on the data and also discussion of findings, finally the writer can conclude that the 

forms of linguistics form used in NBA official pages in Instagram are verb (25%), 
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verb+partical (40%), adjective+partical (10%), adjective (5%), noun (5%), noun+partical 

(5%), and adverb (10%).  

The writers find the high frequency data of linguistics form are in verb+particle by 40%. 

Verbs+particle are used more often on this page. Many new types of verb words are 

contained in the basketball register especially on the NBA official pages of instagram.  
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